From the Director, Matt Toronto
As children, my brothers and I sat riveted as our father enthralled us with stories of Grandpa Wally and Grandma Martha. And
although Wally was already gone, he came alive in those tales of adventure. He and Martha were mythic heroes in our family, champions
of courage, faith and compassion. They faced down Nazis, fighting for the freedom to believe. And now, as adults, we share those stories
with our own children. And although The Last Boat is a deeply personal film, somehow we have always known that Wally and Martha
don’t just belong to our family. Their story is bigger than that. It is bigger than Mormons or Nazis. The Last Boat is about breaking
down the walls that divide us. Wally and Martha remind us how important it is to embrace all people as a part of our human family as
we face the waves that threaten to capsize our lives. They have inspired generations of Torontos, and it is time now to share Wally and
Martha with the world.
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About the Film

Newlyweds Wally and Martha Toronto hesitate little when asked by a Mormon apostle to leave their life in
Salt Lake City to oversee a fledgling mission in Czechoslovakia. But they are unprepared for the awesome
responsibility that awaits them at the center of a continent on the cusp of war. Aided by a motley group of
rookie missionaries, they must earn the trust of the Czech Latter-Day Saints while struggling to grow the
faltering church. However, just as Martha goes into labor with their third child, Hitler’s army
unexpectedly seizes the capital city of Prague and begins an insidious campaign of fear-mongering and
oppression. In the face of riots, ethnic cleansing and possible Nazi infiltration, Wally endeavors to hold his
fracturing congregation together and prepare them for the coming flood of violence. While Martha battles
severe postpartum depression, the young couple’s faith is pushed to the breaking point when two of their
missionaries are arrested by Gestapo agents. Risking his life, Wally enacts a daring rescue. But will he and
his missionaries escape before they are trapped in the vice grip of war?
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Wallace Toronto
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Martha Toronto
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Cinematography

The visual story begins in peace time with soft light, warm vibrant colors, round organic shapes. Sweeping, steady camera moves invoke calm seas.
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Cinematography

As the nazis descend the colors become cool, desaturated blues contrasting with blood-red Nazi banners. Hard, unforgiving industrial
lines, stark shadows. Quick camera moves and frenetic handheld motion create tension and capture the gathering storm.
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Investment Summary

Investment Summary

Mission
Fresh off the profitable sale of our film Face 2 Face to Netflix, our mission, in association
with Excel Entertainment and Deseret Book, is to create, produce, globally market, and
distribute a commercially and artistically successful feature film – The Last Boat – and in so
doing offer an intelligent and lucrative investment opportunity.
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Investment Summary

Current Goal

Development Funds Will Be Used…

Toronto Brothers, LLC is seeking $75,000
in seed money to develop, package, and raise
money for the total cost of production $2,090,000.

● To hire key team members, including a top-level casting
director and a sales agent to determine the bankability of
possible celebrity cast attachments and create reliable sales
projections for the film domestically and internationally.
● To secure celebrity cast members with salary advances in order
to commit them to the project and thereby raise the profile and
overall value of the film while minimizing investor risk.
● For other expenses related to raising funds for production.
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Investment Summary

Project Summary
With a superb script based on a true story that explores themes
related to World War II, The Last Boat will seek to capitalize on
the success of this historically popular genre.
We have partnered with Excel Entertainment (a division of
Deseret Book) to co-produce and distribute The Last Boat. This
includes a guaranteed minimum purchase price from Excel for
distribution of the film. This sale price will guarantee the return
of a portion of all investments prior to marketing the film, thereby
reducing investor risk.
Excel Entertainment is the leading distributor of LDS-themed
films, with a proven track-record. Their resources and distribution
channels promise unrivaled access to LDS audiences, a
demographic with significant buying power despite a relatively
small size.

While The Last Boat features some characters who are members of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, the deeply
human struggles and universality of themes transcend religious
boundaries, making it compelling to worldwide audiences.
The project will be shot in Prague, Budapest, or Latvia, which
offer 20-40% tax rebates, increasing spending power and
mitigating risk.
With a small budget, relative to most comparable films, there
exists potential for a tremendous return on investment through
domestic theatrical revenue, international sales, DVD sales
(Deseret Book), video-on-demand and licensing deals for
television and subscription platforms (Netflix, BYU TV, and
others).
Along with Excel Entertainment and Deseret Book, we will
tastefully and aggressively license and exploit this film property for
profit, while retaining as many rights as possible.
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Investment Summary

Investment Details | $75,000 in development funds
● 120% of the investment will be returned to the investor as soon as the film is fully
funded, or upon the first day of principal photography – whichever comes first.
The advantage of investing at the development stage is that your recoupment is not
contingent on the film selling but upon the film being funded. You recoup your
funds when or before filming begins.
● Investor will retain a proportionate percentage of backend earnings (after the sale
of the film) along with other investors.
● Investor will receive credit as “Executive Producer.” In all other cases, this title will
only be reserved for anyone investing $250,000 or more in the production.
● After 120% recoupment, the net profit is split 50/50 between all investors and the
production company (Toronto Brothers, LLC). The 50% belonging to the
production company consists of percentages owned by directors, producers, actors,
writers etc. Your percentage is calculated based on the size of your investment in
relation to the total amount raised.
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Comparable Films
FILM

BUDGET

WORLDWIDE GROSS

ROI

Schindler’s List

$22,000,000

$322,243,445

1,365%

The Book Thief

$19,000,000

$76,586,316

303%

Son of Saul

$1,700,000

$6,659,121

292%

Flame and Citron

$4,800,000

$10,186,084

112%

Saints and Soldiers

$780,000

$1,310,470

68%

The Zookeeper’s Wife

$20,000,000

$26,127,965

30%
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Hypothetical Return on Investment
Your Investment
Money Raised (Budget)
Your First Payout ($75,000+20%)

PAID UPON OR BEFORE FILMING (APPROX. 6 MONTHS)

$75,000
$2,090,000
$90,000

PRODUCTION & SALE OF FILM
Hypothetical Net Profit

AFTER RECOUPMENT - SPLIT 50/50 BETWEEN INVESTORS AND PRODUCTION COMPANY

Your Share (1.8% of Split)
(APPROX. 2 YEARS)

TOTAL PAYOUT
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

$1,000,000
$18,000

$108,000
44%
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About the Filmmakers

Matt Toronto
Director & Producer
Besides the feature films Face 2 Face and The Pact, Matt has
written, directed, and produced an array of pilots, web series, and
award-winning short films while nurturing a successful career
directing at top-notch theatres in New York City and across the
country. He has an MFA in directing from Penn State, where he
also spent eight years on faculty in their prestigious School of
Theatre. He began his career as an actor, starring in a long list of
plays and musicals, including five seasons in the Radio City
Christmas Spectacular dancing alongside the Rockettes!
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Aaron Toronto
Producer & Co-Director
Aaron co-wrote and produced both Face 2 Face and the The Pact,
which he also starred in. In addition to an impressive array of
writing and producing credits, Aaron has spent years as a
professional actor in countless productions, including the indie
comedy Supersucker, where he appeared on screen with Jeff
Daniels. He has numerous other projects in development and still
finds time to front his pop/rock band, The Bliss.
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Daniel Toronto
Writer
Daniel spent a decade in the publishing industry, which included a
tenure as editor of the literary journal Third Coast. He went on to
earn an MFA in fiction and has taught creative writing at Western
Michigan University, Southern New Hampshire University, and
Albion College. His work has appeared in a number of publications,
including Denver Quarterly and The Louisville Review.
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Arthur Van Wagenen
Producer & Head of Excel Entertainment
Prior to leading Excel, Arthur was a partner at MirrorLake Films,
where he produced for BYU Television (Studio C) and the
documentary film Children of Egypt. A graduate of the University
of Utah’s College of Law, Arthur began his film career clerking at
New Line Cinema (Lord of the Rings Trilogy, The Notebook, Elf) in
their business and legal affairs department. Arthur practiced
entertainment and intellectual property law at Stucki, Steele &
Rencher (f.k.a. Stucki, Steele, Pia, Anderson & Rencher) for four
years before becoming a producer.
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Excel Entertainment
19 Years of Distribution Success

Appendix

Risk Statement
Investment in the film industry is speculative and inherently risky. There can be no assurance of the economic success of any project
since the revenues derived from its production and distribution depends primarily upon its acceptance by the public. Commercial
success also depends upon the quality and acceptance of other competing projects in the marketplace at or near the same time. General
economic factors, both tangible and intangible, can also impact success.
The entertainment industry regularly undergoes significant changes, primarily due to technological advances and developments.
Although these have routinely resulted in the availability of competing forms of leisure-time entertainment, such technological
developments have also resulted in the creation of additional revenue sources. Many of these developments have also led to the
reduction of distribution costs, which can increase profit significantly. In addition, the theatrical success of a motion picture remains a
crucial factor in generating revenues in ancillary media such as DVD and television and platforms such as Netflix. Due to the rapid
growth of technology, shifting consumer tastes, and the popularity and availability of other forms of entertainment, it is impossible to
predict the overall effect these factors will have on the potential revenue.
We believe the greatest factor in The Last Boat’s success rests with our extraordinary team’s ability to produce a film of exceptional
quality at low cost – a feat we proudly accomplished with our last film, Face 2 Face. Besides capitalizing on our talent, experience,
passion, and commitment, Toronto Brothers, LLC will further mitigate risk by attracting well-known actors, co-producing with an
established production house (Excel Entertainment and Deseret Book), taking advantage of tax incentives, and working in a genre –
World War II Drama – that has a proven track record of success.
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Thank you.

DIRECTOR
Matthew Toronto
CO-DIRECTOR
Aaron Toronto

WRITER
Daniel Toronto
PRODUCERS
Aaron, Matthew, & Daniel Toronto
with Arthur Van Wagenen

CONTACT
Matthew Toronro
matttoronto75@gmail.com
917-532-1866

